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Not a lot to report this month. CFAR has been up and running. The 
transmitter site is being boxed in due to construction of taller buildings 
popping up around the site. What was once a tall, 495 Ft. building is now 
short among the giants. I live about 340 degrees north of the Transmitter 
and have trouble both hearing the repeater and getting into the transmitter 
with a HT at my house. Fortunately I am in the line of site to the HT Link. 
Our west link site has been sold to a new tower company. So far it looks like 
there will not be a problem for now. Changing the subject, I get a weekly 
update from Comptia Smart Brief. It is amazing how many servers are 
being compromised by hackers. It is important that you back up your 
computers. I know there are many programs that back 
up your data. That is not enough as it does not protect your programs. You 
can reinstall your operating system and it might get your computer running 
in about an hour, but you will find it takes days to get all the updates in. 
There is a better way. Clone your computer! It requires you to buy a hard 
drive as large (or larger if you were running out of room) and a hard drive to 
USB cable (around $15-$20). You then need a cloning program. I suggest 
AOMEI Free Backup. https://www.ubackup.com/free-backup-software.html . 
Then do a clone of your hard drive. It will be an exact copy of your system.
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SRO Board Meeting Notes for Aug 9th, 2022 
(Or: Pac Man in a Petri Dish 
) 
By Jim Hawes AA9DT 

TONIGHT’S MEETING is at the Salvation Army. President Mike Leibovitz WA9EVF 
opens the meeting at 
7:30 p.m. Our program depicts the dawn of the BASIC computer language at Dartmouth 
University. 

XENOBOTS OR BIOBOTS are the first man-made lifeforms. Some researchers 
consider such creatures to be “biological robots.” Scientists designed these creatures 
on computers and created them by hand, using forceps. The raw material was frog skin 
and heart cells. The resulting creatures were spherical. 

BEHAVIORS, CHARACTERISTICS. These creatures have pronounced behaviors, such 
as self- propulsion. They also gather bits of debris in their Petri dish. This activity 
sometimes involves cooperation between xenobots. A useful characteristic: A xenobot 
can self-heal its wounds. 

REDESIGN. Unexpectedly, these first xenobots also began to reproduce. Research on 
the gathering behavior led to a redesign of the spherical xenobots. The revised 
xenobots have a Pac Man-like shape. A “biological Pac Man” can gather materials by 
catching particles in its crook-shaped “mouth.” Scientists put 
the revised xenobots in a Petri dish with bits of stem cells. The xenobots dutifully 
gathered the stem cells together. But for some unknown reason, the stem cell piles 
became new xenobots! This is a very unusual means of reproduction: It doesn’t involve 
any material from the parent xenobot. Normally, a xenobot lives for about 10 days. But 
with reproduction, a xenobot colony could regenerate itself, extending its usefulness 
over time. 

I have used it for years. After I make the clone I swap out the hard drive 
and swap in the clone. All licenses and passwords are exactly as the 
original. This lets me verify the clone worked correctly. If you get a new 
computer you can put the clone there (hint: change the computer name 
after you bring it up). I use this method before any large changes are 
done, thankfully it saved me after installing Word 2021 and it killed my 
windows 10, Adobe, and Firefox! 
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Jim AA9DT
Jean KB9FXL
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Tom N9CBA
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If you move, let 
the Editor know 
your new mailing 
and email 
addresses. It is 
our way of getting 
Mike Shy to you 
each time.

2022

TASKS. Scientists hope that they can adapt such artificial lifeforms to perform useful 
tasks. For example: Cleaning up pollution. Or cleansing human arteries of plaques. 
Are xenobots alive? Or are they robots? Or perhaps something in between? See... 
https://youtu.be/u1l4aXh1UG8 

HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE. The Hubble’s orbit is deteriorating. Elon Musk is 
talking to NASA about using SpaceX technology to nudge the Hubble higher. See: 
https://bit.ly/3EfAb9U 

Submitted by Jim AA9DT
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Foxhunt Report
CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Aug 
6th,  2022 by  Mike 
WA9FTS - Fox Matt 
KC9SEM

Another hot evening with 5 
hunter eager to find Matt 
and his family. The hunters 
were off to the west taking 
North Av. Several hunters 
got off and others stayed 
west. Choosing 
Bloomingdale Rd to 
Geneva got us close. John 
got a 6 on the sniffer and it 
was to the back of Planet 
Fitness. Don drove past us 
and we thought he had 
beaten us for the win. We 
found out he did not see 
Matt’s car and came back 
for 2nd. A few minutes 
later we drove away and 
saw Tony on foot running 
in for 3rd. Later Tom and 
Mike ended the hunt and 
we headed for Culver’s on 
Schmale Rd. Results:

1. John WD9EXW, Janet, 
Mike WA9FTS

2. Don W9RA
3. Tony AA9CC
4. Tom N9CBA
5. Mike N9MO
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TRANSISTOR QUIZ 

Hint: Trouble answering? See the article text. (The proctor won’t mind if you go back and find an answer.) 

1.What are the two purposes of a transistor? (BLANK) and (BLANK) (Fill in the blanks.) 

2.What do resistors do in a transistor circuit? 

3.Why use a bias voltage in a transistor circuit? 

4.A transistor is a “(BLANK) (BLANK) source.” (Fill in the blanks.) 

5.A depletion FET is a “(BLANK) (BLANK) source.” (Fill in the blanks.) 

6.Name three types of transistors. 

7.What does BJT stand for? 

8.What is the commonest type of transistor in use today? 

9.Digital computers use transistors as (BLANK). 

10.The D-FET is more (BLANK) than the BJT is. 

Answers appear on page _ _ _ _ _ _ _. [###MIKE: Please fill in the page number!]

Submitted by Jim AA9DT
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CFAR 2M Foxhunt - 
Sep 4th,  2022 by  Mike WA9FTS - 
Fox John WD9EXW

Local heavy rain was predicted with 
most areas expected to get no rain. The 
Williams and Sandersons were not so 
lucky with heavy rain and strong 
winds. A tree between the two was 
blown down giving them something to 
do on Sunday. John found a spot at the 
north end of Consumer Ave off of 
Northwest Hwy and the US Post Office 
in Palatine. We hid to the east of a 
large dumpster. A 2M vertical was 
above the Caravan and John used a 
portable radio running 80W. Three 
hunters were released at 8:08. The 
guess was it would take about 30 min 
for the first hunter to appear. At 8:42 
Tom drove up to score for the win. He 
had room enough to park between the 
Caravan and the dumpster to hide his 
car. Five minutes later Pete walked in 
for 2nd. Seven minutes later we 
spotted flashlights to our right and 
Jacob showed and pointed at his 
grandpa to end the hunt. We went to 
Moretti’s in Schaumburg. Results:
1. Tom N9CBA - 8:42
2. Pete K9PW - 8;47
3. Jacob KD9VLF, Matt KC9SEM, 

Patty N9PLS, Mac - 8:54

Foxhunt Report
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CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Oct 1st,  2022 by  Mike 
WA9FTS - Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob 
KD9VLF, Mac, Mike WA9FTS

Matt got the hunt started just after 8PM. Patty and 
Mac went back to their house. I got there about 
8:10 and we walked to the park and found Matt 
and Jacob. Matt used a vertical up abut 8ft on a 
metal bracket. Several hunters arrive but who 
would figure out where we were. We saw Tony 
first but he disappeared. Shortly John arrived for 
the win. Three minutes later Don walked up for 
2nd. It took another 3 minutes and Tony arrive 
with added weight - burrs all over his jacket. This 
had to be a record for foxhunts. Tony and I did 
not join the rest of the hunters as they went to 
Portillo’s on North Av.

 Results:
1. John WD9EXW, Janet - 8:4234
2. Don W9RA - 8;37
3. Tony AA9CC - 8:39
4. Tom N9CBA - 8:54
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